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THE J-SERIES CAVALRY SQUADRON AND ITS RECONNAIfSSANCE if'SfON
by Major Charles L. Crow, USA, 47 pages.

This study is an analysis of the J-series divisional cavalry
squadron's ability to ccnduct reconnaissance in support of a
c', unterattack. Division 86 was the catalyst fc, r evolutionary
changes in the conceptual employment of the squadron. The
approved operational concept and force structure established
aeconrnaissance as the primary mission of the divisional
cavalry squadron while reducing its combat capabilities. The
cavalry squadron is no longer a combined arms combat maneuver
battalion capable of performing all combat related missions.

- Analysis reveals divisional cavalry squadrons in World War II
perf:rmed combat related missions the majority of the time,
while spending only three percent of their effort cong
reconnaissarce. Studies, tests, and Nat io, nal Training Center
<NTC> experience has revealed the viability cf conducting
reconnaissance by stealth. Although the new squadron is
presently being fielded, doctrine for the employment of the
squadron is inadequate, r. nonexistent. Despite the fact
that tanks are no longer found within the squadron, judicious
employment of M3 CFV's and stealth techniques perriit
accormplishment of the reconrnaissance mission.

The study concludes that the US Army has never adequately
employed the modern divisional cavalry squadron in
reconnaissance. Even without organic tanks, the J-series
cavalry squadron -4s capable of ccnduct ig reconnaissance by
stealth in support' of a counterattack.
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SECTION I

INTRODUCTION

General

In the past, our reliance on firepower has decreased our

interest in maneuver; however, faced with the capabilities of

the Soviet army we must rethink our concept of tactical

maneuver. Under the J-series TOE the divisional cavalry

squadron's organization and combat potential has beer,

radically altered. Historically, the emphasis has beer, c,

missions of a combat nature because of the combat potential

and unique capabilities of the cavalry squadron. However, no

longer can we maneuver against the enemy's strength confident

in the knowledge that our superior firepower will resolve the

issue. Locating the enemy's weaknesses and maximizing our -.

mobility will be highly dependent on the most efficient use .

of the cavalry squadron as a reconnaissance force instead of

as a fighting element.

Problem Statement

Airland Battle doctrine stresses the importance of

maneuver on the battlefield. However the US Army still

"m " "' " , "" -''v '".,,. , "'' " .'.- ; . -", ",'''. ' , ."-. ," -" ,"•" •.. -• •- . " • •" . •- , • -"- " " • " . .1



* emphasizes firepower to the detriment of maneuver. Beyonad a

doubt we must be capable of utilizing both, but the lack o:f

real emaphasis orn maneuver maust be corrected. At the division

9level, the cavalry squadr-onr has become syno:nymaous w it h

fight ing missions such as guard, screen arid econoimy of force,

while its use as a reconnaissance force has been neglected.

This unit must provide the link between sophisticated

* intell1igence systems arid combat intell1igernce. Consequently

its focus should be on assisting the division con retaining

* its ability to maneuver. Based o:n intelligence gathered by

*the cavalry, the commirander must rertaai n flexible arid be

* capable of shifting his main effort to the line of least

* ~resistance, taking advantage of fleetirng o~pportunsit ies. An

ancillary issue is whether or riot the divisional cavalry

* squadronr needs organic tanks to conduct reconnaissance ira the

* counterattack. Under the J-series TOE there are no tanaks irn

* the squadron arid this has prompted much conatrouversy.

Hypothesis

The J-series divisional cavalry squadro:n is capable of

performing its reconnaissance mission irn a high intensity

conflict, if employed accoard i ng to the operational concept

*from which it was developed. It is a light reconnaissance

element rio longer capable of sustained coambat. Consequently

our traditional views on cavalry must be questioned and the

- ~reality cof its limitations maust be accepted.



Methodo logy

T,:, determine the ability of the cavalry squadron to
conduct reconnaissance, the traditional employment must be

understood, as well as the rationale for the new operational

ermployrment concept. Attempting to ascertain the capability

of the squadro'n without understanding its develo.pment process

may lead to false analysis. By ccrparin g previous and new

doctrine along with the new organization, I intend to

determine the squadron' s ability to perforrm in its

reconnaissance role.

3
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SECTION II

BAiCKG ROUND

World War II Doctrine -vs- Experience

US Army mechanized cavalry doctrine prior to the

* Normandy invasion in World War II emphasized reconnaissance.

Cavalry un~its were organized, equipped arid train~ed to perform r

* reco-nnaissance employing infiltration tact ics as well as fire

arnd maneuver when required. Cavalry units were to engage in

*combat only to the extent n~ecessary to acc.: ipi ish the

* assigned mission.'~ Despite this emphasis , cavalry squadrons

engaged irn reconnaissance missions only three percent of the

time.' This small percentage tends to substantiate the

statem~ent that "reconn~aissance has always beers arn accepted

arnd valuable but frequent ly neglected Use of cavalry. "The

* significant feature o:f this figure is that prior to actual

*combat, doctrine envisioned the primary task of divisional

*cavalry to be reconnaissance in suppo:rt o:f combat uAn it s

* however, this seldo'm occurred. This meant the majority of

t ime was spent conduct ing operat io:ns other than

reco'nna issance.

The General EBoard was created by United States Forces,

4



Europe, in June 1945 to analyze the strategy, tactics and

administrative procedures emplo-yed by US forces in the

European Theater during World War II. Althc, ugh the board was

comprehensive in its approach and covered all facets of the

war, two of the studies conducted were particularly

significant to the cavalry. Studies #48, "The Organizatio-n,

Equipment, and Tactical Employmert of the Armored Division,

and #49, "The Tactics, Employment, Techniques, Organization,

and Equipment of the Mechanized Cavalry Units, " both provided

the basis for postwar cavalry organizations. The board

corducted persoz'nal interviews, analyzed unit after act io.

reports, and used quest ionnaires submitted to combat leaders

ranging from second l ieutenant to general officer to gather a

complete picture of the use -,f cavalry in cc:'mbat at all

levels.4
.o

Not surprisingly, the board corcl uded that

reconnaissance was the least performed mission of cavalry.$

Two-thirds of the junior officers interviewed by the General

Bo-ard recommended that tanks be organic t,-, the squadron. In

essence the divisional cavalry squadron in World War II had

been used as a maneuver battal ior cotrduct irig a multitude of

offensive and defensive operatiors, including attacking enemy

units and defending terrain. What was riot ascertained by the

board was whether the pre-war doctrine was wrong, or if the

squadron had been misused. The focus of the General Board

study and its recommiendat ions centered on the combat

'-".,
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experience of the cavalry as opposed to determining whether

the unit was employed according to doctrine.

Divisional cavalry was to be employed with a minimlum of

combat in support of maneuver forces.' This led to the

organization of a light reconnaissance unit utilizing stealth

to accomplish its mission. Contrary to this, the cavalry was

habitually used in numerous combat roles. As a result, the

General Board recommended the reorganization of the squadron

utilizing combined arms at the lowest level capable of

performing all combat funct ions."

ROAD Division

In 1965, under the ROAD Division, the cavalry squadron

developed into a combined arms maneuver battalion with

tremendous firepower capable of conduct ing offensive and

defensive operations over a wide area in support of the heavy

division. As a result, the reconnaissance mission became

overshadowed in favor of combat related activities.

The cavalry squadron of the ROAD division had three

armored cavalry troops organized around tanks, armored

personnel carriers, infantry, scouts, mortars, and one air

cavalry troop with aero scouts and attack helicopters. This

organization allowed the squadron to participate in all

levels of combat and perform numerous combat functions..

61'
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Division 86

With new equipment or the horizon, it became clear that

consideration had to be given to modificati, n of our force

structure in order to maximize the capabilities of new weapon

systems. The Division 86 Study, begun in September 1978 by

General Donrn Starry, Commander, Training and Doctrire Command S.

(TRADOC), was the first major attempt in many years to

address new equipment and the best organization to facilitate

its use. Division 86 was an outgrowth of the March 1976

Division Restructuring Study (DRS) at TRADOC. The DRS was

charged by General William DePuy, then commander of TRADOC,

with developi-,g the optiraurnl size, ra i x and :rganization of

army divisions for the raid 1980's. General DePuy's intent

was to provide a clear alternative to the ROAD divisional

organization based ore new tactical concepts and equipment." e

When General Starry becarae TRADOC commander, he built on

the DRS initiatives already completed. Using his recent

experience as a corps commander ir, Europe, as well as the DRS

studies, he expanded the concept into Division 86 which would

be the beginning by which doctrine, organization, and

training could be directed toward integrating new weapons and

equipment." Interestingly enough, within Division 86 the

cavalry squadron was placed under a task force designated

"Target Servicing" along with infantry and armaor battalions.

7
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The prevalent view, not surprisingly, was that the cavalry

was viewed in the same context as maneuver battalions, not as

a reconnaissance or surveillance force.

The general principles of force design for the Division

86 study were to simplify tactical, technical and training

responsibilities within designated orgart i zat ions. -.

Additionally, an improved chemical capability was desired.

The specific principles of force design affecting the cavalry

squadron were in command and control, and trainability. In

both instances, the desire was to increase and optomize the

leader-to-led rat io.12 In the previ:us H-series cavalry

organization, the platoon leader was held responsible f:r the

training and employment of a combined arms plat or consisting

of tanks, armored personnel carriers, scouts, infantry and

even mortars at times. Not only was the leader-to-led rati,

low, but the experience level required to employ successfully

this multitude of weapons was high. The Divisior 86 study

felt the increased level of sophistication of the new M3

cavalry fighting vehicle (CFV) and the Ml tank dictated a

simpler organization. By reducing the platoon leaders span

of control, the weapon systems capabilities could be

maximized.'2  The Division Restructuring Study (DRS)

recommended the standard cavalry platoon consist of

approximately six CFV's, with five scouts in each CFV.14

%-.-%
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4.

Evoluti rary Changes in Operational Concept

Division 86 addressed the organizational problems

ccnfrcntirg the army by seeking answers on optimizing the new

equipment abo, ut to be deployed. The Division 86 task. fo=rce

submitted several proposals concerning new squadron

organizat ions between December 1978 and Apri l 1979. Each

proposal contained some coribinat ion of cavalry fighting

vehicles and tanks, without reducing the size of the

squadron. However, on 20 April 1979, Brigadier General John

Woodransee, acting Deputy Chief o f Staff fo r Combat

Developments, TRADOC, radically altered the basic assumptions

on the use of cavalry by changing the primary operational

corcept of the divisional c-Avalry squadrcn to recorinaissance.

In conjunction with this, he prop:sed a three troop squadron,

with each troop containing two scout (CFV) and one tank (MI)

platoon. 's Sensitive to the change in concept, but firm in

its conviction that the cavalry squadron, should fight f, r

battlefield information, the Armor School, with TRADOC's

support, opted for troops organized with two scout (CFV) and

two tank (Ml) plat::,ns.

When the Chief of Staff of the Army, General Edward

Meyer, was briefed on this recommendation, he felt the

squadron was too large and possessed too many tanks.

Rebuffed, General Starry directed a review of the squadron in

conjunction with the new Combat Electronic Warfare

9 9 ,"°.1



Intelligence (CEWI) Battalion.0

The Reconnaissance, Survei l lance, Target Acquisit ion

Aralysis (RSTA) study focused on drawi rg inte 11 igerce,

reconnaissance and acquisition assets into a to, tal package. ' 7

For the first time consideration was to be given to the close

relationship of the cavalry reconnaissarce mission and other

divisional intelligence assets, and within a month the Arr1,or

School proposed a merger of the Combat Electronic Warfare

Intelligence (CEWI) battalion and the cavalry squadron.

Although not accepted, it led to further studies concerning

the relationship of reconnaissarce, surveillance and fusion

furct ior, s. At ore poirt a pure reconraissarice squadron, was

ever --onsidered.

Recormriended Organizatio nal Changes

By October 1979 Gerer-al Starry had approved a light

cavalry squadron, of three grourd troops with forty-four

cavalry fighting vehicles, twelve motorcycles, six 107mm

Smortars, and both Nuclear Biological Chemical (NBC)

reconnaissance and sensor platoons. The thirty-six man NBC

platoon drarat ical ly increased the chemical reconnaissance

capability, while the sensor platoon provided radar coverage

as well as a Standoff Tar-get Acquisitior System (SOTAS)

ground station link. This smaller squtAdron, organized

primarily for reconrnaissance, survei l lance and econcmy o=f

10
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force missions, was tentatively approved by General Meyer.

Final approval was withheld pending further study of aerial

assets.19 The absence of tanks in the squadron was, and is,

surrounded by contro versy.

An independent TRADOC evaluation of the J-series cavalry

squadron was corducted to evaluate the operational

suitability of the squadron. This study found the squadron,

as configured, capable of providing the Army with a

recor aissarce unit with flexibility and mobility." Results

of such studies lay still be questi onied and further proof may

be required. Unt il actual combat proves or refutes studies

such as this, the National Training Center (NTC) provides

some insights.

It is interesting to note that OPFOR reconnaissance

units at the NTC face a problem similar to that :f the J-

series cavalry squadron, that is, light recorr,aissance

elements attempting to develop the situation against a

defending mechanized enemy. OPFOR techniques combine stealth

and speed, as well as m:unted and dismounted elements to

overcome the problem. Using "sneak and peek" methods, OPFOR

reconnaissance units infiltrate "enemy" posit ions, locate

obstacles and units, and identify enemy weaknesses.

Information is obtained not by fighting, but by utilizing

terrain, avoiding enemy contact and being smart. Based on

information attained in this fashion, OPFOR commanders

11



repeatedly modify their attack p1ans arid are successful in

the majority of cases.21

As a rule the heavy division was expected to wcrk within

a corps framework, which would have a cavalry regirmert with

increased combat power available. Because of this, the
V

divisional cavalry squadron would ro longer be required to

per f:rm t rad it i cna 1 econoriy of fo rce and combat miss i ors.

By now General Starry stron gly felt the cavalry squadron

should be ar, integral part of the intelligence ard

reconnaissarnce retwork. The squadron was to supplement, as

well as complement, electr, r, ic survei l lance assets.

Additionally it was felt that tanks would be rore efficiently

used within tank Zattaliorns, while cavalry fighting vehiclesi

could still provide significant firepower to allow the

squadror to accormplish its reconraissance missir. Should

the situation or w issicon dictate, tanks could still be

attached to increase the fighting power of the squadron. R

"" The final result was that the cavalry squadrcrn would have rio

:organic tanks.

With the issue of tarks settled, General Starry now

focused his attention on the subject of aerial assets. By

late 1979 the TRADOC commander had determined aerial support

to be a necessary adjunct of ground recornaissance. In

response to a TRADOC directive, the Armor Center evaluAted

various air-ground troop ratios to determine the best mix,

12



and recommernded the squadron corsist of three ground arid two

.0.
air tr:ops. The Combined Arms Cent er (CAC) at Fort

Leavenworth disagreed, and advocated a two and - two mix.

General Starry sided with CAC and approved the balanced

squadron in mid-June. 2

Approved Operational ard Organi zational Concept

In August of the same year, General Meyer approved the

Operational arid Organiizatior,al (O&O) Concept for Division 86.

The concept envisioned the battlefield erivirnr, mer, t to be

focused on a European scenario against Warsaw Pact forces.

Highly mobile combined arms units clashing in rileetirig

engagements were expected t,- create situations resulting in a

nonlinear battlefield. Because of this, isolated units as

well as degraded command and control w,-ould probably be the

norm. Division 86 was to be designed with this corcept in

mind, utilizing new equipment and organiizations.

The principal mission of the cavalry in this new

division was reconnaissance." As derived f rom the

operational and organizational concept, the squadron missions

now became: conduct detailed ground and air reconnaissance

within, to the front, flanks and rear of the division;

screen; facilitate command and control; line of co-mmunication

(LOC) surveillance; internal surveillance to facilitate rear

area combat operat io-ns (RACO) ; position and monitor remote

13 .,.
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sensors; and conduct NBC reconnaissance. "s

The J-series cavalry squadron (Appendix) is assigned to

the Air Cavalry Attack Brigade (ACAB) primarily for- aircraft

supportabi 1 ity. However, it is normally employed under

division control. It is organized with a headquarters and

headquarters troop, two air and two ground cavalry troops.

Each ground troop consists of three cavalry platoons with six

cavalry fighting vehicles and a mortar section consisting of

three 81mr mortars. Each air cavalry troop has six scout and

four attack helicopters. The NBC, (motorcycle, and sensor

platoons are in the headquarters arid headquarters troc-p.

A late additio, n to the squaJron, the NBC reccnnaissance

platoon is responsible fo:.r rinimizing the effects of chemical

and nuclear strikes by conductirg radiological and chemical

tic, r,itring ard survey tasks. This sorely needed asset

acknowledges the irmportance of NBC reconnaissance or, the

battlefield and provides the division cormnander the detection

and identification capability previously lacking. This

platoon riay function as a separate entity, or may be attached

to other troops, thus augmenting their capability.".

The motorcycle platoon provides increased command and

co:ntrc'l capability within the squadron, and also within the

division itself when Ca is degraded. It is capable of

providing roadguides and messengers and maintainirg contact

14 -



with adjacent units. By conductirng reconrnaissance irn areas

where contact is unlikely, this element complements both the

air and ground t ro-p s. As with the NBC platoon, it may

o :perate as an, separate ent ity -.or may be attached to Z, troo,':p. 2

IThe sensor plato.on co:mplemen~ts other- surveil1lance

systems with in the division. Its sen~sors are employed in

c n.Lrct ion with the squadron sco-uts,orepydas n

Peconomy of force measure. By placing sensors in areas rnot

under direct scout observat ion, the commander increases the

area he is capable of monitoring.28

The two ground troops have beern dramatically al1t ered.

-Their mission~s cornsi st of survei 1 lance, acqui ri rig

informat ion, locat ing enemy Units arid assist ing in C. The

M13 cavalry fighting vehicle prov ides long range ant itaink.

fires, as will as clo:se in protect ion with its a'Smm cannon.

* Each troop operates urder squadron.r control, arnd is capable o--f

receiving arid employing remot el1y emplaced arid mon it ored

2sensor- (REMS) team~s, ground surveilIlance radar (GSR) t ea ms,

arid NBC reco:nnaissance squads. a,

Air cavalry troosps prov ide the mobility differential

needed by reconnaissance elements. As early as 1944, it was

reco:gnsized that air arid ground el1ement s complement each

other.3111 Working in t earms of two: or more helicopters, air%

cavalry tro:ops are capable of conduct i rig reconnaissance
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separately, or they may work in conjunct ion with the grcund

troops. The attack helicopters give the squadron an s.

exceptionally long range antiarmor kill capability which can

be massed quickly. These air troops provide agility and
3)

speed as well as depth to other division surveillance assets.

Doct r i ne ,.

Since the advent of Airland Battle and the evolution of

Division 86, the US Army has been struggling to catch up with

evolving d,-,ctrine. The J-series cavalry squadron is in the

process of being fielded without a new field manual to assist

in its training, consequently units must train utilizing the

outdated FM 17-95, Cavalry, or employ their ,:wr, l.ctics.

The 1977 version of FM 17-95 is based on the fighting

cavalry concept. "Cavalry is a combat maneuver f:,rce 1:,f

combined arms mounted in ground and/or aerial vehicles. "2 ,

It stresses emphatically that one of the raj:,r tasks of the

squadron is t,' locate and engage the enemy. Throughout the
L

manual a strong emphasis is placed on the use c:f cormbined

arms at all levels, including tactical aircraft, in support

of the cavalry to accomplish its missions.3
3 With the

firepower available to the H-series squadron, it is not 

surprising that the cavalry has beer expected in most

instances to be successful by destroying "sufficient enemy

forces. "
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AirLand Battle d,-,ctri ne is dynamic inasmuch as it

contirues to develop based on increased understanding within

the arly, cc, upled with additiral study. The ir mp-,rtancne f

reconnaissance ard the significant role it plays in success

of AirLand Battle, is becoming more evident in each manual

that is published. Counterattack is the best exalple of

offensive act ion in which reconnaissance is employed in the

vital furction of finding the enemy.

Seizing and raintairing the initiative by counterattack.

is a vital part of our new AirLand Battle doctrine.

Clausewitz saw the co unterattack as the "flashing sword ,-f

vengeance," while FM 100-5, Oerat i ons (Draft) stresses i L

irip,-,rtance in less eloquent terms. A counterattack is an

attack conducted in the course of defensive combat to destroy

enemy units in order to allow the defense to retain freedom

,of maneuver and regain the init iat ive. 3 4  In essence a

counterattack is a form of offense seeking to throw the enemy

off balance and is normally conducted within t ine

constraints.

Once a counterattack is initiated, time is critical. "-

Success must be achieved before the enemy recovers his

equilibrium and is able to respond. Surprise, confusion arid

disorganization miust be prolonged as long as possible to

allow the counterattack to quickly overcome or bypass enemy

17
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st rengths. -rhe attack m u st MCIV e ra p idlIy beh inrd f -:.rviard

reconnaissance elemen~ts, seeking to destroy the cohererce -c-f

the defense by orientirig on enemy weakniesses7 iderntif ied by .

reconnaissanc:e units.

Success will depend riot onl1y or, speed, but on the

ability of the attacker to maximize his coibat potential. Of

the complementary elements necessary in ozfferisive operat ions,

reconrnaissance and security operat ions are miost vital.

*Initially, in the clIose- in battle, reconnaissance elIement s

are respon-rsible fo-r locat inrg the eniemiy ard find ing gaps or

* flanks o:f which the manieuver battalions car, take advantage by

pushing through to get to the rear, of enemy defenises.36 Once

*a penetrat ion is miade -Ari d the cu1tnit e rat t a cP de v I,:-p,

mo-zvemient to cort act normal11y occurs. -

During the movemenit to: co~ntact, retairing the initiat ive

*is imperat ive. Als recorraissarce elements ident ify the best

-roCutes of advance, the "Schwer-punkt, mr rai1 effort, is

* changed to take advantage of fleet ing moments of C:ppor'tUnity.

* Exploit inag enemy confusion arid mistakes requires flexibility

*arid speed, arid the attacker maust react aggressively arid

*swiftly to every o:pport uriit y that will all1ow rap id

destruct ion of enemy defenses in depth.

FC 71-100, erMored arid MechaniZed Division arid Br iqdES

gpgrt ions, complemienits FM 100-5' s (Draft) concept of the



offe0se. Divisions are to seize the initiative by t'.irig

advantage of enemy weaknesses, using speed to destro, y enemy

defenses throughout the depth of the battlefield. Successful

of'fersive operations are characterized by avoidi y enemy

strength, focusing overwhelming combat power at critical

areas and sustaining ccnt inuous rnii r me t urnl. 27 Security

elements will operate far erough from the main body to allow

the commander sufficient react ion time to shift the f cus of

his main effort to take advantage of reconnaissance.'

A covering force precedes the rmair, body. Its mission is
-A."

to provide security as well as rapidly to develo p the

situation if contact is established. This may include the

destructi-,n of enemy resistance by the covering force. 39.

Althcough in the field circular the cavalry squadron is not

specifically given the covering force mission, it is pictured

doing so. 4 0 Additionally the field circular states that the

squadron is best suited for flank and rear guard operations,

although these missions are not applicable to the J-series

divisional cavalry squadron.''

Soviet Reconnaissance Battalion

There has been some concern as to the possibility of the

divisional cavalry squadron confront irig a Soviet

reconnaissance battalion in combat, especially since the

Soviet battalion has organic tanks. 4 ' It is appropriate here

19 .,.-
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to address the organization and employment of the Soviet

reconnaissance battalion. The Soviet counterpart c:f the US

heavy divisionr, the tank and motorized rifle division,

possesses a recc rrinaissance battalion. The primary missio, cif

this unit is reconnaissarce. Its elements are not expected

to fight, but to penetrate and report inforrmation. However,

following close behind and supporting these elemer,ts are

combat recorinaissarce patrolis whose mission is to fight. 3

As the reconnaissance battalicn moves forward, it seeks to

avoid combat while penetratirg enemy positions. Although it

is anticipated the battalion will seldori, become engaged in

combat, it does have sufficient flexibility and firepower to

fight for information if necessary." V

Organized with a headquarters and service coripany, two

BMP companies, one scout car and one rad io/radar

reconnaissance company, the battal iorn has fifteen BMP' s

(tracked armored personriel vehicle), twelve BRDN's (wheeled

vehicle) and six tanks.45 These units are usually augmented

with engineer and chemical elements to conduct the full

spect rum of recorna i ssance. Upon cont act, reconna i ssance

subunits will attempt to use feints and flanking maneuvers to

determine strength, composition and locations of enemy units.

Si rice recorna i ssance subun its seek i nf ormat ion wit hout

engagement, elements will do everything to, remain unobserved

and retain their ability to maneuver. Operating in groups of

one to three vehicles, subunits are trained t,-, survive and

a 0
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report. Once contact is gained, reconnaissance units either

seek routes to the enemy rear, or await the arrival of combat

forces that will fo rce a peretrat io r, and al low the

reconnaissance elements to proceed.4 7

The Soviet reconnaissance battalion, despite its organic

tanks, is not expected to fight for information. It relies

on small, well trained elements to infiltrate enemy defenses

to gain information. This concept is supported by combat

elements closely following the battalion to assist in the

event significant fighting develops. The burden of combat

rests on designated maneuver elements, not the reconnaissance

bat ta I ion.

This is not to suggest that the US Army should mimic

Soviet organization and tactics, but to dermionstrate that

light reconnaissance battalions using stealth is a viable

option when the unit is properly used and supported. US Army

doctrine must be clear and concise on the use of cavalry and

stealth tactics must be practiced to be successful.

.
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SECTION III

ANALYSIS

Doctrine

The US Army has a significant doctrinal void in the use

of the divisional cavalry squadron conducting reconnaissance.

FM 100-5 (Draft) alludes to the imp,:,rtance of reconraissarce

and its relationship to maneuver, but fails to link the two

together and stress the interoperability necessary for

maneuver.

The key to success of the tactical offense lies in speed

and mobility focused at weak points in the enemy defense. On

a battlefield of the type described in FM 100-5 (Draft) and

envisioned in the new operational concept, these weak points

will fluctuate over time. Fluid operations will negate a

significant portion of our prebattle intelligence,

consequently only reconnaissance assets capable of capturing

a near realtime snapshot of the battlefield will enable the

commander to adjust his plan to fit radically altered

situations.

FM 100-5 (Draft) addresses this eventuality by stressing

.. 22
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that attacks maust fol low successful probes in gaps identified

by recornnaissance elements, anid avoid ernem~y strengths.

National Training Center experience has shown that light

reconnaissance elements are capable of idernt ifying gaps i n

erieraiy defenses that carn be exploited by highly mobile combat

battalions. By shifting the mtain effort through these gaps,

the attacker will be able to avoid heavy fighting, thus

conserving his strength for the decisive battle that will

surely follow later. Shosuld the attacker fail to adjust his

plan to take advantage of opportunities identified by the

cavalry squadron, the result may well be battle at a time arid

place of the enemy's cho~osing.

Only by taking advan~tage of enemay vulnierabilities will

the attacker be able to maneuver. The only alternat ive to

striking where the enemy least expects is a battle of

attrition, and this is not only contrary to AirLand Battle

doctrine, but a luxury the US Array can ill afford. Maneuver

is necessary in all offers ive operation.rs but is especially

mandatory in the counterattack. Reconnaissance is the vital

elem~en~t needed by the comm~arnder arournd which he manreuvers his

combat units. It is the key that unlocks maneuver.

Counterattacks like all offensive operations should be

planned using the mocst current intelligence available.

However, it is imnportant to remember that when a division

level counterattack is planned as part cof a corps operation,



it is planred at least forty-eight hours it, advance. b

Intelligence is perishable and over time becomes outdated,

consequently plans must be flexible enough to respond to new

"* i nfo rmat ion. There c:,mes a tirme, ho, wever, when plans can n:,

longer be modified to accornmodate new inforrmation, and this

is when the cavalry squadron becomes important. When the

attack commences, it is incumbent upon the cavalry to

substantiate intelligence arid deteririe the new situatiorn.

As this information becomes available, the commander and his

plan should be flexible enough to shift the weight of the

* attack and adjust to opportunities identified by the cavalry.

The latest division tactical doctrine, Field Circular

71-i ,, does rot adequately address the r,:le o1f

reconnaissance and the cavalry squadro-,n in offensive

operations. Supporting FM 100-5 (Draft), the circular

addresses the AirLand Battle concept in broad terms. The

imperatives of AirLand Battle--agility, initiative, depth and

synchronization--are discussed in such a marner as to leave

little doubt as to the intent. The disconnect is in the

execution of the doctrine and the role played by the cavalry

squadron. The cavalry is now an integral part of the

acquisition and surveillance process within the division.

.*. Its primary mission of reconnaissance is riot emphasized and

." this is a major shortfall.

The circular fails to acknowledge the new operational

24
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concept of the squadron, ard does not link the importance of

reconnaissance to the ability to mianeuver. Reconnaissance

arid successful maneuver are fundariental ly interrelated.

Althilough the importance of reconnaissance is accepted in FC

71-100, the discussion on how to use the cavalry squadron to N

accomplish this is weak. Reconnaissance elements moust probe 0. W

enermy defenses ard ascertain were the least defended areas

are. This infornation then must be transmitted to the

ccmmander so he car, focus his strength against this weakness.

Obviously in most cases this dictates changes to an

established plan. However, without this mechanism and the

ability to adjust, the attacker is doormed to a set battle

where maneuver battalions will traverse predetermined routes

without taking advantage of opportunities presented. Without

following reconnaissance elements, combat units will rioti

maneuver, but will blunder about the battlefield until 

contact is rade.

Reconnaissance is an operat ion undertaken t,: obtain

information by some method about the enery. ' However, this

definition does not adequately address the full meaning

necessary to gain an appreciation of the relationship between

reconnaissance and maneuver. It is important to understand

that reconnaissance is a means to an end, and by itself it is

of little value. The end is maneuver-, and successful

maneuver is dependent upon adequate reconnaissance. As the

cavalry squadron precedes the main body in a counterattack,
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*. the scouts should always seek the path of least resistance,

like water running down hill.

Scout helicopters should maneuver forward of ground

reconraissance elements and ident ify enemy units and

obstacles. If speed is important, the ground elements should

avoid the enemy and seek ways around the defenses. However, -

if the intent is to attack known ererly units, then ground

reconnaissance should develop the situation by identifying

weaknesses in enemy defenses and the best avenues of approach

for an attack. In either case, this irforrlation rlust be

relayed quickly to the combat units that are following the

squadr:rn. Based or this information and his mission, the

commander will be ible to adjust his scheme of rlanieuver to

bypass enemy forces, or to concentrate combat power at the

decisive location.

The close relationship between reconn raissance and

maneuver is extremely important. By utilizirg iriforrimation

obtained by reconnaissance, the commander can retain the

initiative. He dictates when, where, and with what forces he

will give battle, riot the enemy.

FC 71-100 has not acknowledged the changes to the

cavalry squadron and its inability to accomplish some

missions given in the circular. No longer is the squadron

capable of conducting flank and rear guard missions without

26
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augnrtat ion. Evert i f augmented toC accompIi sh these

missions, this meay riot be the most .j ud i ci.:'us use o:f a

prec io:us asset.

in counterattack operatijonas, a covering force performs a

vital furict ion by providing security f or the main, body.

*Occasionally this element will be requLtired toc attack arid

destroy enemy concentrat iorns, thus al lowing the main body to

conit inue Movement without deploying. This necessari ly

*imipl ies the combat related furict ion of clo:sing with arid

destrocying the enemy. Without explicitly stating that the

cavalry squadron.r will perfo:rm the covering force mission, as

*reioted earlier the squadron is depicted in the field circular'

* c':'iduct inq this mission.

As has already been, shown, the J-series cavalry squadron

* is neither, organized, no.:r equipped to close with arid destro:y

enemy f orces. This concept is courter to the operat ionial

concept of the new squadron. It is a l ight reconnaissance

battalionr that is to use stealth to accomplish its mission.

PAy reference that may indicate a "fight ing cavalry" concept

runs courter to ho'w this squadronr is to be employed.

FC 71-100 does no:t emphasize that the primary missio:n o:f

the J-series cavalry squadron is reconnaissance. It is

accepted that the circular addresses both H- arid J-series 1

cavalry squadronis, arid the rat ioniale for this is understood.
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However, this clearly demonstrat es the lack of emphasis on

reco:,nnaissance, even with the H-series squadrocmn.

The Armor Center is presently working on a new field

manual addressing the J-series cavalry squadron. The content

is subject to many changes before its publication and it is

beyond the scope of this paper to speculate or, its final

fo rm. What is i mp.rt ant is that the operat i ona I and V.

organizat ional concept for the squadron was approved in

October 1980, and the squadron is n,-,w being fielded without

approved doctrine. The danger is that commarders may tend to

employ the new squadron in the same way as the old, although

the missions and organization have radically changed.

Firepower

Lack of tanks within the J-series squadron has been a

point of content ion since the squadron was approved. In

*. essence the question has revolved ar,-,und the conceptual use

. c:of the cavalry squadron. Many critics contend that cavalry

needs tanks for prottect ion, fighting fcir iniformat ion, arid

"developing the situation. " ' Developing the situation means

the cavalry must locate enemy units, determine their

disposition arid strength, and identify routes that will allow

reconnaissance elements and combat units to continue their

advance. Upon corntact, reconnaissance e l erlent s are to

deploy, maintain observation and report the situation. °  In if- "
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the past "developing the situation" was synonymous with

fighting for inforrmiation, hence the concept ,:'f the fighting

cavalry. This traditional view is based primarily on World

War II cf.mrbat experience. However, it has already been sho'wn.

that recornnaissance was a sa 11 percentage of cavalry

rissions. To determine if the cavalry is capable o f

developing the situation without fighting, we must look

beyoznd our combat experience to find an answer.

The National Training Center is not a panacea f or

idertifying all of the US Army do:ctrinal issues, but it does

pro, vide some helpful insights. As already indicated, light

elerlents are capable of perform i ng rec,,rna i ssance w i th,:ut

fighting for ir, f orrlat i,-n. Th is wo uld seem tc, substantiate

the thoughts on cavalry established in the operati:mnal

c:ncepts for Division 86, and that tanks are riot necessary

within the cavalry squadron. Other weapon systems within the

squadro, n are available for killing tanks should the need

arise.

TOW ant iarnor m issi les m:unted on M3' s and attack

helicopters provide a long range antiarmo:r kill capability

for the squadron. Although this weapon system fails to

achieve close in kill capability equal to tanks, the standoff

range provides the cavalry the capability to disengage frrorm

strong forces from a distance and preserve their freedom of

action. Additionally the 25mm cannon is capable of engaging
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and destroying all eremy armored vehicles except the tank.

As already shown, Soviet reconnaissance battal ions

possess only six tanks, while the remainder of the battali "on

is organized around BMP's, -or soft skinned vehicles. When

facing this unit, the J-series cavalry squadron has the

capability of effectively engaging it with:.ut beinq 

out gLrried. Should this occur, it is important to remember

that Soviet tactics call for its reconnaissance battalions to

avoid combat and retain the ability to maneuver and provide

inf oriat ic n. This would tend to, indicate their tanks will

riot be used to fight for information, but to assist in 

d i sengagemerit.

Firepower should not be viewed in isolation. Weap:r

systems mourted on vehicles with increased mobility give the

capability of enhancing that firepower. Attack helicopters

with TOW's are highly flexible weapon systems whe, used in

conjunct ion with ground troops. By massing attack.

helicopters, the commiander can rapidly change the rat i of

foz, rces in any given area. This should riot be viewed as

another method of fighting for informnation. The idea is that

should the need arise to gather combat po, wer to extract the

squadron fr:,m a situation to allow itself continued freedom

of action, the capability is there. No other battalion level

unit can match this mobility.
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Mobi 1 ity

Historically, one of the greatest attributes the cavalry

has possessed is its mobility differential over enerly forces.

Although Soviet forces are totally miecharized or motorized,

the J-series squadron still retains its mobility differential

by virtue of the scout arid attack helicopters.

The air troops are capable ,--f conducting reconnaissance

over a wide a-ea at rates much faster than ground vehicles.

This is a significant advantage on a r ~clirear battlefiela

where opportunities are fleeting. By carefully maneuvering

air troops in tandem with qr-,und tr.oops, the squadr, r, is

quickly aole to identify vulr,erable areas that ccmbat units

should be massed against.

The tactical rcobility of the M3 is well known arid need

not be exp:.unded here. What is critical for the cavalr-y

squadron is the difference in mobility between the M3 caval-y

fighting vehicle arid the M113 armored pers-,nnel carrier

associated with the NBC arid sensor plato,ons. Operat ional

concepts envision the integration of scouts with these

platoons as the situation dictates. As desirable as this may

be sometimes, it r,ust be remembered that the Ml13 is not

capable of matching the miobility of the M3 when speed is

essential. Integrat ion does not necessarily mean working

side by side, but can also mean working in cormplerentary
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r,-,les. Fcr these elemen ts t,-2 funct Lor, as cne entity, the

speed of the M3 will have to be reduced, and c-,risequenit ly the V

tactical rnobility advantages of the M3 will be forfeit.

Command ard Control 1

CO is a two sided issue within the new sq uadrc, n.

Operatioznal tests conicluded the squadron has the ability to

provide internal C8 sufficient to conduct its recornaissance

rissi,:,n. ' The addition of the motorcycle platoon provides a

significant capability to :perate within a degraded Ce

env i rorment.

Employrment of this platocrt is ri-,t limited c any present

doctrine. If employed to assist in internal Ce fo r the

sq uadron, it obviously cannot be used t I, cond uct

reconnaissance or econorny of force measures in other areas.

When faced with degraded elect r,-nic communicat ri-,rs, this

element allows the squadron to maintain control to a limited

degree. As shown earlier, tests have proven the cross

country mobility of the motorcycle in a combat envirn rment.

JudiciOus use of this asset will allow the squadron c:,mmander

t,:, maintain contact between his ground cavalry troops when

electr-onic cormnunicati:ns is not possi ble. By virtue of

moving about the battlefield, the motorcycle platoon provides

information about a confusing, nonlirear situation. 5
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When vi ew~ed frc'rii d iv is ion level, the itoc 1ep1 at. ocn

adds a dimension rot previously available. Cis reconnaissanceI

e emenits move forward and 1 ocat ae r ou t e S, the m ot r c yc I eI

*p tricar, be used aS guides to facil1itate the mol-_V eerit o:r

the brigaidesi without lengthy radio transmissions. Until the II
J-series cavalry squladron evolved, this capability wa s riot

*present unless the commianider used o:ther assets such as th e

mil 1itary police. rh is added featUre is sigrificarit when ore

*realizes the difficulty arid danger i n corit irIAOUS rad io

t trarisr iss iors.

Iniheren~t within the cavalry squadron, the helicopters

a 1 so add a s i grii icart d imnrs ion to commiriand arnd corntrol1. The

speed arid fiexibility of the helico.:pter- is capable of lending

tremierndous support in fast mo:ving situat ions by trarnsmitt ing

- order's, locat inrg un~its arid fac ilit at inrg commiand arid conrtrolD1

*The possi bi lit ies are alImost l imit less f or- use of the

*helicopter as a C2 asset. The danger- ir using the cavalry

squadron's helicopters in the Ct  role is that they will then,

n rot be available f or reconna issance. Uppermost i n the

commnrder' s mind should be that all As set s with in th e

- squadron should be u.sed primarily for reconnaissance.

Tar-get Acquisit ion

By design, the J-series cavalry squadro::n is primarily an

*iniforriiat ion- acquisit ion element. Its strength lies in~ the
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variety and complersientarity of acquisit i n assets available.

The squadron possesses sufficient speed and reconn aissarce

assets to allow it swiftly to change its orientation based on

enemy responses. The maj :rity of acquisition syst ems are

designed t,-, operate within a "sneak arid peek" ervironrment.

Remote sers',ors co llect rea It i me combat i r, fo rrat i or,

intelligence and target acquisiti on data. Sensors are

emplaced in areas not directly under scout surveillance, but

in areas of anticipated enemy activity. When sensors are

triggered by enerly presence, other, assets car, be sent t':, the

designated area to gair direct observati,:,n.

Ground surveillance radar is an electronic security risk

because of the siqnature emitted. Whe- emi loyed i o'

c:,njunction with other reconnaissance assets, it must be used

sparingly and under the tightest c, ntro:,l to insure it is not

14
targeted. As with remotely emplaced and monitored sensors,

its primary use is as an econoly of force that can cue direct

observation by gro:,und or air troops.

As alluded to before, the miot, 'rcycle plat,-,,_-n is

susceptible to direct fire. Consequently, if employed in the

reconnaissance role, it is best used in areas where contact - .

is not likely. The cormbinations that cart be conjured using

sensors, radars, moto,rcycles, and NBC assets is limited only

to one's imaginatic n.
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Because ,-,f tlhe t i me required to decortamrinate and the 06.

significant number of casualties possible from crossing

contaminated areas, the rissi:,n of the NBC platoon is readily

apparent. This element is capable of identifying

contaminated areas well in advance of the main body, thus

allowing time to shift forces to avoid this threat. Until

the additio r, of the NBC platoon, little warning could be

given to maneuver units concerrning contaminated areas. These

units had to move around the battlefield until they sustained

casualties from contamrination, then protective measures could

be initiated. The NBC platoon provides the ccmmiander tiwo Lo I -

adjust his plan if he desires. In a highly mobile " .

counterattack where time will always be o.-f prime importance,

contiruous movermert arid Loriservati on of combat strer, gth will

be paramount. The NBC platoon adds a reconna i ssarce

capability of no mean value.

Tra ir nin.g

The advent of the J-series squadror requires a

significant change in attitude throughout the Army, but most

of all within the cavalry squadrons themselves. The

divisional cavalry must be a team of experts superbly trained

in conducting reconnaissance by stealth. The mindset of

fighting for information as a norm must be abolished. "Sneak

and peek" techniques, when correctly applied as at the

Nat ional Training Center, provide a cont inuous stream of
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ii ftcerriit i or ;z' which the c.:erlriard er care oa~ie hi m~rire.'/er.

Whern the cavalry concentrates ore f i ht i rig, its m~ain~ effort

canno:t be to:ward collIect i rig i rf orm a-t i o r, but m uszt b e on~

surv ival1. Only training cane over"come t he 'trad it i a-ria 1

attitude of using the cavalry as a mearneuver battal io.:r

N.
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SECTION IV

CONCLUSIONS

The US Army has never adequately employed the moderrn

divisio nal mechar ized cavalry squadron ir, a rec:,nrnaissance

role. Experience in World War II proved that the cavalry .

squadron was used pri(ari ly for missions other than

recon issance. This carried over it, the organizat ion ard

mlissi:,ns of the postwar squadron. What evolved was a

combined arms maneuver battalion designed for fighting the

enemy instead of finding the eniesty. Althc',uqh the

reconraissance mission, was still basic to the cavalry, its

emphasis was or, combat operat ions.

The J-series cavalry squadron, is capable of adequately

supporting the heavy division in recornaissance missions in

counterattack operations if employed as operationally

envisiored and orgarized. This squadron is n:. longer a

combat force as "traditionally" viewed and commanders must

realize its limitations. Using the squadron to fight for

information is not desirable, but should the requirement

exist, the squadron must be augmented with tanks.

If the fluid, nonlinear battlefield as envisioned in the
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roperational corcept c:f Division 86 and Fli 1L4Zi-5 (Draft) is

cO,-rrect, the divisional c:ava I ry sq uadrc-n d. es riot need

orqanic tanks tc, accompl ish its r-ecor raissance miissi on in

coktr teriatt-kcP.e operat i-::-,n . 1he squadro.r.n m u -t 1Ae :te -t 1 th -

techniques to avoid decisive engagement, and rely or its

speed and flexibility to accomplish reconnaissance. As a ".

rorrim, the cavalry squadron should riot be expected to fight

for irforriiaticr because it lacks comtbat power, and its f cus

riust be on avoiding combat while coricentrating on continuous

rmoverent.

The new cavalry squadrron is a .'combired acquisit ion

unit" made up o:f corilplemertary assets designed to flnctior, as

a t earn. It depen 4s on st ea 1 t h arid f reedcrii cf riianeuver t c,

accOripl ish its reconnaissance riissin. 1h is can be

accomplished without tanks if the squadron is pr-perly

t ra i ned.

The US Arrimy must learr, to use reconnaissance as a means

to identify and exploit eneriy vulnerabilities. By shifting

combat power in response to opport unities identified by the

cavalry squadron, maneuver warfatre can be achieved. L rG Hass

Manteuffel, a Wehrmacht corirnander in W, rld War II orce

observed, "Only the immediate aggressive exploitation o f

reconnaissance can lead to vict:,ry." 82
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APPENDIX

Division 86 Cavalry Squadron

V.

I '"1 s I -' -

NOTES:

1. Air Cavalry Troops have six scout and four attack
hel icopters.

2. Ground Cavalry Troops have six M3's (CFV) in each scout
platoon and three 81mm mortars ir each mortar platoon.
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